
Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children Boxed Set:
A Mesmerizing Journey into the Extraordinary

Are you ready for a mind-bending adventure that will transport you to a world
filled with peculiar wonders? Look no further than the Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar
Children Boxed Set! This collection of mesmerizing books written by Ransom
Riggs will capture your imagination like never before.

Unravel the Mystery of Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children

The first book in the series, Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children,
introduces us to the extraordinary world of the Peculiars – a group of children with
extraordinary abilities. Follow the journey of Jacob Portman as he discovers
hidden clues, strange photographs, and a dangerous secret society. With the help
of Miss Peregrine, an enigmatic guardian, Jacob embarks on an unforgettable
adventure that combines fantasy, mystery, and history.
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The first book alone will leave you craving for more, as you immerse yourself in a
universe where time loops, peculiar creatures roam, and unlikely friendships
form. Riggs masterfully weaves together an intricate storyline that keeps you
engaged and intrigued from the very first page.

Continue the Adventure with Hollow City and Library of Souls

If you thought the first book was thrilling, wait until you dive into the second and
third books – Hollow City and Library of Souls. These installments take the
peculiar children on a heart-stopping endeavor to unravel new mysteries, fight
dangerous enemies, and save their beloved Miss Peregrine.

In Hollow City, the children find themselves in war-torn London where they must
navigate through perilous landscapes and encounter new peculiar friends and
foes. The suspense and intensity continue to build, introducing readers to
breathtaking settings and unexpected plot twists.
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The final chapter of the series, Library of Souls, takes us to the darkest corners of
the Peculiar world. As the children face their most dangerous battle yet, they
unravel long-held secrets and discover the true power of their peculiarities. Riggs’
vivid descriptions and imaginative storytelling will leave you on the edge of your
seat, desperate to know how it all ends.

The Extraordinary Art of the Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children
Boxed Set

One cannot talk about the Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children Boxed Set without
mentioning the extraordinary visuals that accompany each book. Riggs
incorporates vintage photographs throughout the series, adding another layer of
fascination and eeriness to the storytelling. These peculiar photographs bring the
characters and settings to life, making the reading experience even more
immersive.

Whether it's a photograph of a levitating girl, a boy with bees living inside him, or
a peculiar who can control fire, each image adds depth and authenticity to the
narrative. The combination of captivating storytelling and visually stunning
illustrations make the Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children Boxed Set a truly unique
reading experience.

Step into the Peculiar World Today

Don't miss out on this extraordinary adventure that has captivated millions of
readers worldwide. The Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children Boxed Set offers a
thrilling and immersive journey into a world where the ordinary becomes
extraordinary.

Experience the suspense, the mystery, and the peculiarities from beginning to
end as you embark on an unforgettable adventure alongside Jacob Portman and



the peculiar children. The box set is the perfect gift for lovers of fantasy, mystery,
and storytelling at its finest.

Get ready to lose yourself in the pages of the Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children
Boxed Set and discover a world you'll never forget!
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The New York Times #1 best-selling series. 
Includes 3 novels by Ransom Riggs and 12 peculiar photographs.  
Together for the first time, here is the #1 New York Times best seller Miss
Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children and its two sequels, Hollow
City and Library of Souls. All three hardcovers are packaged in a beautifully
designed slipcase. Also included: a special collector's envelope of twelve peculiar
photographs, highlighting the most memorable moments of this
extraordinary three-volume fantasy.
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MISS PEREGRINE'S HOME FOR PECULIAR CHILDREN: A mysterious island.
An abandoned orphanage. A strange collection of very curious photographs. It all
waits to be discovered in this groundbreaking novel, which mixes fiction and
photography in a thrilling new kind of reading experience. As our story opens, a
horrific family tragedy sets sixteen-year-old Jacob Portman journeying to a
remote island off the coast of Wales, where he discovers the crumbling ruins of
Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children. 
 
HOLLOW CITY: September 3, 1940. Ten peculiar children flee an army of deadly
monsters. And only one person can help them—but she's trapped in the body of a
bird. The extraordinary adventure continues as Jacob Portman and his newfound
friends journey to London, the peculiar capital of the world. There, they hope to
find a cure for their beloved headmistress, Miss Peregrine. But in this war-torn
city, hideous surprises lurk around every corner.
 
LIBRARY OF SOULS: A boy, a girl, and a talking dog. They're all that stands
between the sinister wights and the future of peculiar children everywhere. Jacob
Portman ventures through history one last time to rescue the peculiar
children from a heavily guarded fortress. He's joined by girlfriend and
firestarter Emma Bloom, canine companion Addison MacHenry, and some very
unexpected allies.

Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children Boxed Set: A
Mesmerizing Journey into the Extraordinary
Are you ready for a mind-bending adventure that will transport you to a
world filled with peculiar wonders? Look no further than the Miss
Peregrine’s Peculiar Children...
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Discover the Ultimate Test Review Guide for the
Praxis Subject Assessments
Are you getting ready to take the Praxis Subject Assessments? Want to
ensure that you are fully prepared for success? Look no further! In this
comprehensive article, we will...

Carrying a Gun for Beginners - The Ultimate
Guide
Are you considering carrying a gun for self-defense but not sure where to
start? Carrying a firearm is a significant responsibility that requires
proper...

Ringside Affair: The Last Golden Age of Boxing
that Captivated the World
When it comes to the sweet science, there is a time that stands above
the rest, a time when legends were born, and the world stood still to
watch...

Discover the Intriguing World of Animal
Migration: Unlocking the Secrets of Animal
Behavior
Animal migration is one of nature's most fascinating phenomena. It is a
captivating display of instinct, adaptation, and survival. Throughout the
centuries, animals have been...
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The Ultimate Airsoft Question and Answer
Guide: Everything You Need to Know
Are you ready to dive into the thrilling world of airsoft? Look no further! In
this comprehensive guide, we have compiled the most frequently asked...

The Promposal: The Ugly Stepsister | A Modern
Twist to a Classic Tale
Everyone loves a good fairy tale retelling, and "The Promposal: The Ugly
Stepsister" takes it to a whole new level. This modern adaptation of the
classic Cinderella story...

Explore the Breathtaking Trails, Exquisite
Plants, and Fascinating Animals in Phoenix's
Most Popular City Park
Phoenix, the vibrant and sun-kissed city, is not only known for its swaying
palm trees and stunning desert landscapes, but also for its remarkable
city parks...
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